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Abstract 
The competitive strategies of ‘gatekeeper’ platforms are subject to enhanced scrutiny. For instance, Apple and Google are 
being accused of charging excessive access fees to app providers and privileging their own apps. Some have argued that 
such allegations make no economic sense when the platform's business model is to sell devices. In this paper, we build a 
model in which a gatekeeper device-seller facing potentially saturated demand for its device has the incentive and the ability 
to exclude from the market third-party suppliers of a service that consumers buy via its devices. Foreclosure is more likely if 
demand growth for the platform's devices is slow or negative, and can harm consumers if the device-seller's services are 
inferior to those offered by the third parties. 
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1 Introduction

The economic significance of online marketplaces, such as Apple’s App Store and Google Play,

has increased over time. Apple’s App Store and Google Play earned gross revenues of around e70

billion in 2019, of which almost e10 billion in Europe. Access to consumers via such platforms has

stimulated rapid innovation; over 2.5 million apps are available on Google Play, and more than

1.8 million on the App Store. This is the bright side of their ‘gatekeeper’ role. Because of their

broad and loyal customer bases, Apple’s App Store and Google Play constitute critical distribution

channels. App developers distributing through them can reach a large number of users at once.

But this also allows platform providers to charge app providers significant listing fees and (ad

valorem) commissions. On the App Store and Google Play, these amount to 30% of revenues in

the first year, and 15% in subsequent years.

Some app developers have complained against these charges. Others have argued that gate-

keeper stores restrict their commercial ability so that they cannot avoid these costs. These com-

plaints have attracted considerable policy and regulatory interest and media attention. For ex-

ample, the European Commission is investigating whether Apple’s rules for the App Store violate

antitrust laws.1 In the U.S., Epic Games filed lawsuits against Apple and Google in August 2020,

alleging that restrictions on possible payment methods for apps violate the Sherman Act and

harm consumers.2 The Dutch competition authority carried out a market study into mobile app

stores in 2019, and recommended further investigation into either ex ante regulation or greater use

of competition law in the sector.3 More broadly, reviews of digital competition have supported a

more active approach to regulation, including Crémer et al. (2019) and Digital Competition Expert

Panel (2019).

Complainants argue that some platforms exploit their gatekeeper status to extract excessive

rents from app developers and/or to favor their own apps to the detriment of their rivals. Some

commentators have dismissed these allegations as illogical, arguing that such conduct would be

counterproductive for the platforms themselves, since they benefit from the availability of highly

valuable third-party apps in their stores. Our paper investigates the economic merits of the

arguments made by both sides, seeking to identify the circumstances under which one line of

argument is relatively more plausible than the other. To this end, we build a stylized model

showing that the incentive of platforms selling devices to abuse their gatekeeper role relates to the

evolution of demand for these devices. We set up a two-period game where a monopolist selling an

1See European Commission (2020a) and European Commission (2020b).
2See Nicas et al. (2020). Kotapati et al. (2020) summarise current antitrust arguments against Apple’s conduct.
3Netherlands Authority for Consumers and Markets (2019).
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electronic device (e.g., a smartphone) has the option (in the second period) of restricting access to

its users by the competitive suppliers of complementary products (e.g., apps) or, in other words,

privileging its own product relative to third-party alternatives. We find that when the growth of

demand for the electronic device is healthy, foreclosure in the complementary market is less likely.

It becomes more profitable as demand for devices becomes saturated, and the service offered by the

device seller is not too inferior compared to the third-party competitors. In our model, foreclosure

occurs at equilibrium as an optimal response of the device seller to a slowing down or a decline

of its primary business. Under these conditions, foreclosing rivals from the complementary service

market enables the device seller to monetize the user base acquired in the first period. Consumers

will lose out from foreclosure if the monopolist’s service is inferior to those provided by third-party

developers. Such harm is relatively more pronounced as demand for devices becomes saturated.

We also show that in addition to being detrimental to consumers, the ability to foreclose

harms the device seller’s profits ex-ante. The device-seller would like to be able to commit not to

foreclose in order to increase prices in the first period. Greater profits from a higher period 1 price

outweigh the profits gained from foreclosing the service market in period 2. However, there is a

time-inconsistency problem; when it makes its decision in period 2, the device-seller may prefer

to foreclose to exploit its captive market. Notably, this time-inconsistency problem is more severe

when the device seller has greater incentive to foreclose in the second period — i.e. when demand

for devices becomes saturated — which is also the case in which foreclosure harms more consumers.

Hence, policies enabling (or forcing) device sellers to overcome the time-inconsistency problem are

relatively more important in industries that feature declining demand dynamics.

Related literature. The economic literature on vertically-integrated gatekeeper platforms com-

peting with third party sellers is very recent and still developing. Lynskey (2017) and Alexiadis

& de Streel (2020) discuss the role of platform gatekeepers and their potential harms to compe-

tition. Newman (2019) argues that digital platforms are in a unique position to close or mimic

startups’ features while discouraging entry. Hagiu & Spulber (2013) suggest that platforms facing

unfavorable demand conditions have more incentive to enter into the seller product space. The

competitive and consumer welfare impact of a platform’s entry in competition with third-party sell-

ers distributing through that platform is discussed by Hagiu et al. (2020), Dryden, Khodjamirian

& Padilla (2020) and Etro (2020). These authors find that such entry typically enhances consumer

surplus. In contrast, our dynamic model clarifies that such an impact depends on the growth

and, hence, the expected future profitability of the platform’s primary product (e.g., the device).

Gatekeeper platforms may have an incentive to exploit the installed user base of consumers and

foreclose competitors when demand growth is slow. This is the case even if the platform offers a
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worse alternative to the sellers’ product, thereby hurting consumers.

The empirical literature on the economic effects of the strategies adopted by vertically-integrated

platforms competing with third party sellers is also sparse and, thus far, provides ambiguous re-

sults. Zhu & Liu (2018) and Wen & Zhu (2019) find evidence that the entry of a platform into

the seller’s product space reduces innovation incentives of third party sellers. The opposite result

is found in Dryden, Khodjamirian, Rovegno & Small (2020). Foerderer et al. (2018) and Li &

Agarwal (2017) also find that platform entry increases innovation and benefits consumers. Fo-

erderer et al. (2018) finds that Google’s entry into the market for photography apps increased

consumer attention in that market, leading to greater innovation. Li & Agarwal (2017) show that

tighter integration of a platform’s application increases consumer demand, which benefits big third

party applications while smaller third party applications are hurt. In a similar vein, Wei et al.

(2020) find evidence that platforms introduce competing services in the early stages of the platform

development to solve the ‘chicken and egg’ problem that may undermine the platform’s viability.

The model in this paper is also related to the durable goods literature; the device provided

by the gatekeeper can be interpreted as a durable good, with services being linked non-durable

goods. The dilemma faced by the gatekeeper in this setting can then be seen as analogous to

a durable goods monopolist subject to the Coase conjecture. The gatekeeper would like to be

able to commit not to foreclose in order to sell more devices in the first period, just as a durable

goods monopolist would like to be able to commit not to lower prices in future. Kühn & Padilla

(1996) show that the Coase conjecture does not hold when a durable-goods monopolist also sells

nondurable goods that are demand-related to the durable — i.e., the presence of nondurable

complements or substitutes reduces the rate at which the monopolist introduces the durable into

the market. Laussel et al. (2015) reach similar conclusions in a continuous-time dynamic game

where a monopolist producing a durable good is also involved in the corresponding aftermarket

and consumers benefit from subsequent expansions of the network. Fethke & Jagannathan (2000)

instead examine the endogenous degree of durability that a monopolist would choose when it

produces both durable and complementary non-durable services. All these models assume that

the durable goods monopolist faces no competition on the linked non-durable good market, and

therefore, unlike this paper, do not consider strategic foreclosure (see also Goering (2007)). The

literature examining the relationship between demand uncertainty and the business strategies of

durable good monopolists is also rather developed (see, e.g., Cason & Sharma (2001), Bhatt (1989),

Desai et al. (2007), among others). Yet none of these models examines the link between demand

dynamics and anti-competitive conduct, as we do in what follows.
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2 The model

Consider a two-period model (with t = 1, 2 indicating time) in which a monopolist (M hereafter)

sells a durable good (e.g., an electronic device). In the first period, there is a unit mass of consumers

with a heterogeneous willingness to pay v (type) for the device. We assume, for simplicity, that v

is uniformly distributed over the unit support [0, 1].4 In the second period, the willingness to pay

of a consumer whose type was v in the first period is θv. The parameter θ ≥ 0, which is common

to all consumers, captures taste dynamics: θ < 1 means that consumers’ willingness to pay for

the durable good declines over time, θ > 1 means that it increases over time, and θ = 1 means it

remains stable over time. For example, θ can be seen as a parameter that reflects (anticipated)

changes in the ecosystem attached to a device, or the rate at which it becomes laggard and obsolete

over time.

If they wish, consumers can bundle the device with a complementary service (e.g., an app

for their device with a regular subscription payment) offered by N suppliers (each denoted by

i = 1, . . . , N) competing à la Bertrand, with N ≥ 2. We denote by ∆ ≥ 0 the additive extra utility

obtained by a consumer that bundles the device with the service sold by any of these suppliers,

and assume that ∆ ≤ 1; this implies that, in period 1, no consumer values the complementary

service more highly than the device itself. In period t = 1, 2, the price of the device is pt, while the

price of the service is qit, with t = 1, 2 and i = 1, . . . , N . For simplicity, and without loss of insight,

we assume that all firms have a constant marginal cost of production, which is normalized to 0.

At the beginning of period 2, M can prevent the suppliers of the service from accessing the

users of its device and selling them their products. In this case, M develops its own service, which

requires an investment I ≥ 0 and is valued at β∆ by consumers, with β ∈ [0, 1] capturing the idea

that M might not be able to produce the same quality as its specialized rivals.5

The timing of the game is as follows. Each period features two stages (see the time-line in

Figure 1).

In period t = 1:

1 M posts a price p1 for the device. Consumers decide whether or not to buy it now.

4Results generalize to a generic, continuously differentiable cdf F (v) with increasing hazard rate.
5Note that, if there is efficient bargaining between the device seller and one or more app or service providers, the

device seller might be able to extract all surplus in the service market without foreclosing. However, such bargaining
is unlikely to occur in reality, as is suggested by the costs of the current disputes over Apple’s interactions with app
providers. β < 1 could alternatively be interpreted as the result of bargaining frictions following the incumbent’s
attempts to extract surplus from the services market, rather than the device-seller providing a lower-quality product
itself. For instance, the device seller might reduce the functionality of a third-party service provider’s app, or make
it more difficult for consumers to access it.
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2 The suppliers of the service post prices (qi1 with i = 1, . . . , N) to attract the users of M ’s

product, who then decide whether or not to buy it.

In period t = 2:

1 M decides whether to develop its own service and foreclose the third-party suppliers selling

a competing service through its platform. If so, the N rivals are foreclosed. M posts a price

p2 for the device. Consumers who have not purchased in period 1 decide whether to buy it.

2 Without foreclosure, the sellers of the service post prices to attract the users of M ’s product

as in the first period. Consumers decide whether to buy the complementary product. By

contrast, with foreclosure, M charges the users of its durable product — i.e., all consumers

that at the end of period 2 have purchased M ’s product — a price q2 for its non-durable

product, and consumers decide whether to buy.

Period 1
Period 2

M sets

p1

Consumers buy

or not

Suppliers

set q1

M forecloses

M does not foreclose

sets p2

M

sets p2

M

or not

Consumers buy

or not

Consumers buy

q2

M sets

set q2

Suppliers

Figure 1: Timing of the game

The equilibrium concept is Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium (SPNE). An equilibrium must

specify M ’s decision of foreclosing or not, which will be denoted by k = F in case of foreclosure

and k = NF in case of no foreclosure, a set of prices (pkt , q
k
t ) chosen by M in each period t = 1, 2,

the prices (qi1, q
i
2)Ni=1 chosen by the suppliers of the non-durable good in each period, and the mass

of consumers that buy the device in each period.

Throughout we assume that

θ ≥ θ , ∆ +
∆β +

√
4 (1−∆)2 + β∆ (β∆ + 4 (3 + ∆))− 1

2
,
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in order to guarantee that the equilibrium price of the device in the second period is always positive.

Notice that θ is always positive for every (β,∆) ∈ (0, 1)2. In words, this means that consumers

value the durable good relatively more than the non-durable good (i.e., they never buy the device

simply because they want to use the app).

We assume that the monopolist and the consumers have a common discount factor, normalized

to 1 without loss of generality, and that they have perfect foresight. As standard in the durable

good literature, we conjecture (and verify later) that consumers’ behavior follows a cut-off strategy

according to which consumers with high willingness to pay purchase the device in the first period,

while consumers with a low willingness to pay purchase the device in the second period. Formally,

this means that with (resp. without) foreclosure every consumer with type v ≥ vF ∈ (0, 1) (resp.

vNF ) purchases the device in the first period, while consumers with type v < vF (resp. vNF )

purchase the device in the second period, if at all. Of course, the thresholds vF and vNF will be

determined endogenously at equilibrium. Finally, we assume that, due to regulatory or practical

constraints, the device seller cannot price discriminate among its consumers on the basis of their

heterogenous willingness to pay for the device.

3 Analysis

In this section we characterize the equilibrium of the game. We shall consider two types of pure

strategy equilibria; one in which M forecloses, the other in which it does not. In the equilibrium

with foreclosure it is easy to verify that qF1 = 0 because of Bertrand competition for the comple-

mentary service in period 1, and qNF2 = β∆ since M is the only provider of the service in period

2. By contrast, in the equilibrium without foreclosure qNF2 = qNF1 = 0 because of Bertrand com-

petition between the complementary service providers in both periods. The analysis is developed

in three steps. We first characterize M ’s second-period foreclosure decision for a given mass of

consumers buying the device in the first period. Second, assuming that a given equilibrium (with

or without foreclosure) exists, we characterize the associated price pattern and optimal strategy

for consumers. Then we close the circle by checking that the candidate equilibrium under consid-

eration is indeed immune to deviations — e.g., M cannot profit by not foreclosing if consumers

expect it to foreclose, and vice versa. In doing so, we follow a backward induction logic.

3.1 The foreclosure decision

We first describe M ’s optimal second-period foreclosure decision for a given mass of consumers

purchasing the device in that period. Since we assumed that consumers behave according to a
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cut-off strategy, assume that there exists a threshold vk ∈ (0, 1) such that consumers with type

v ≥ vk buy the device in the first period, and those with type v < vk buy in the second period, if

at all (a conjecture that will be verified ex post). In order to characterize M ’s foreclosure decision

we begin by determining the optimal prices and expected profit in the second period with and

without foreclosure.

Optimal pricing without foreclosure. Without foreclosure a consumer with valuation v < vk

buys the device in the second period if and only if

θv + ∆− p2 ≥ 0 ⇔ v ≥ vNF (p2) ,
p2 −∆

θ
.

As intuition suggests, the mass of consumers that buy the device in the second period is increasing

in θ and ∆. As a result, in the second period, M solves the following maximization problem

max
p2

p2 Pr
[
v ≥ vNF (p2) |v < vk

]
= max

p2≥0

∫ vk

vNF (p2)

p2
dv

vk
.

That is, M maximizes the second-period (conditional) expected profit. The first-order condition

(in an interior solution) is

θvk − (p2 −∆)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Profit margin enhancing (+)

− p2︸︷︷︸
Demand stifling (−)

= 0, (1)

which reflects the standard trade-off between the positive effect of a higher price on M ’s second-

period margin and the negative effect on the second-period demand (volume) for the device. The

solution of (1) yields

pNF2 (vk) =
θvk + ∆

2
, (2)

which, as intuition suggests is, increasing in the maximal willingness to pay of the consumers that

purchase in the second period — i.e., θvk according to the strategy conjectured above. The price

pNF2 (vk) is also increasing in the consumer’s willingness to pay for the non-durable good; without

foreclosure, Bertrand competition in the market for the subscription service allows consumers to

appropriate fully the utility ∆. This, in turn, stimulates demand for the device and raises its price.

Hence, without foreclosure, for given vk, M ’s expected (conditional) profit in the second period

is

πNF
(
vk
)
,
∫ vk

vNF (pNF2 (vk))

pNF2 (vk)
dv

vk
=

(
vkθ + ∆

)2

4vkθ
,
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which corresponds to M ’s revenue from the sales of the durable good in the second period (recall

that we have normalized the marginal cost of production to 0).

Optimal pricing with foreclosure. With foreclosure, a consumer with valuation v < vk — i.e.,

who has not bought the device in period 1 — purchases the device in period 2 if and only if

θv − p2 ≥ 0 ⇔ v ≥ vF (p2) ,
p2

θ
.

Hence, assuming that the mass of late device users is vk as before, M solves the following

maximization problem

max
p2≥0

(p2 + β∆) Pr
[
v ≥ vF (p2) |v < vk

]
= max

p2≥0

∫ vk

vF (p2)

(p2 + β∆)
dv2

vk
, (3)

which accounts for the profit β∆ that M expects to receive from each sale of the complementary

service in the second period. The first-order condition (in an interior solution) is

θvk − p2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Profit margin enhancing (+)

− (p2 + β∆)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Demand stifling (−)

= 0 (4)

which again reflects the trade-off between the positive effect of a higher price on M ’s second-period

margin and the negative effect on second-period demand, which now also accounts for the loss of

profit β∆ that M suffers from missed sales in the service market when the price of the device

increases (and its demand drops). Equation (4) yields

pF2
(
vk
)

=
θvk − β∆

2
, (5)

which is always positive as long as vk ≥ β∆
θ

(which will be verified ex post once we characterize

the equilibrium).

Hence, recalling that we have normalized the marginal cost of production to 0, M ’s expected

profit with foreclosure is

πF2
(
vk
)
,

∫ vk

vF (pF2 (vk))

(
pF2 + β∆

) dv
vk

+
(
1− vk

)
β∆− I

=

(
θvk + β∆

)2

4θvk
+
(
1− vk

)
β∆− I.

The first term in the above equation corresponds to M ’s total (durable and non-durable) revenues
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collected from late device users. The second term corresponds to M ’s second period revenue

from the provision of the non-durable good to early device users. Finally, the third term is the

investment cost required for M to develop and supply its non-durable service.

Foreclosure decision. The characterization obtained above is key to examine M ’s foreclosure

decision in the second period. Comparing πF2 (vk) with πN(vk) we can conclude the following.

Lemma 1 For a given mass vk ∈ (0, 1) of late device users, M forecloses if and only if

I ≤ I
(
vk
)
, ∆ max

{
0,
(
1− vk

)
β − (1− β)

(
1

2
+

∆ (1 + β)

4vkθ

)}
. (6)

This lemma states an intuitive result. For given vk, M ’s incentive to foreclose is shaped by three

effects. First, since foreclosure is costly, M will find it optimal to foreclose if and only the required

investment cost I is not too large. Second, foreclosure secures M a unit profit β∆ on each early

device user — i.e., on each consumer that has purchased the device in the first period. Third,

since M ’s service is of lower quality compared to that produced by its specialized competitors,

the device sales profit that M obtains with foreclosure is lower than that it can extract without

foreclosure — i.e., there is a disincentive effect given by the difference(
θvk + β∆

)2

4θvk
−
(
vkθ + ∆

)2

4θvk
= −∆ (1− β)

(
1

2
+

∆ (1 + β)

4vkθ

)
≤ 0.

This effect is obviously equal to zero when the quality of M ’s service matches the quality of the

product supplied by its rivals (i.e., when β = 1).

Notice that the impact of vk on I
(
vk
)

is ambiguous. First, when vk increases, the mass of early

device users drops, reducing M ’s incentive to foreclose because there are fewer customers who only

buy the service in the second period. Second, a larger vk also means that the mass of late device

users increases, and the willingness to pay for the device increases so that the relative impact of

selling an inferior complement on M ’s profits is reduced. Clearly, the first effect dominates for β

large (e.g., β → 1) while the second dominates for β small (e.g., β → 0).

Of course, since vk will be determined endogenously, for each equilibrium under consideration

the relationship between θ and I
(
vk
)

will depend on the impact of taste dynamics on the effects

described above, as well as on its impact on the pattern of consumers’ purchasing decisions.
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3.2 First-period behavior

We now turn to characterize M ’s first-period optimal behavior and the consumers’ optimal pur-

chasing behavior for a given foreclosure decision in the second period.

Price pattern and consumers’ strategy with foreclosure. Consider an equilibrium in which

M forecloses and charges pF2 in the second period. For a given price p1 charged by M in the first

period, a consumer with valuation v does not delay consumption of the device to the second period

if and only if

v + ∆− p1 + θv ≥ θv − pF2 ⇔ v ≥ p1 −∆− pF2 .

For given p1 and pF2 , a consumer who is indifferent between purchasing the device in period 1 and

period 2 must have valuation

v = vF
(
p1, p

F
2

)
, p1 −∆− pF2 .

Using the optimality condition (5) we have

pF2 = pF2
(
vF
(
p1, p

F
2

))
=
θvF

(
p1, p

F
2

)
− β∆

2
.

Solving for pF2 as a function of p1 we then have

pF2 (p1) ,
θ (p1 −∆)− β∆

2 + θ
.

Hence, the optimal first-period price charged by M in an equilibrium with foreclosure (assuming

that it exists) must solve the following maximization problem

max
p1≥0

∫ 1

vF (p1,pF2 (p1))

(p1 + β∆) dv +

∫ vF (p1,pF2 (p1))

pF2 (p1)

θ

(
pF2 (p1) + β∆

)
dv,

whose first-order condition, by the Envelope Theorem, is∫ 1

vF (p1,pF2 (p1))

dv − p1
dvF (p1, p

F
2 (p1))

dp1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Static trade-off: profit margin + volume effect

+ pF2 (p1)
dvF (p1, p

F
2 (p1))

dp1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Intertemporal effect (+)

= 0. (7)

The first term in this condition reflects the standard static trade-off between volume reduction and

profit margin expansion. The second term captures the intertemporal link between the first-period
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price and second-period demand (recall that the discount factor has been normalized to 1). This

link is reflected by the rate at which an increase of p1 reduces the mass of early device users and,

mutatis mutandis, increases the mass of late device users — i.e.,

dvF (p1, p
F
2 (p1))

dp1

= 1− ∂pF2 (p1)

∂p1︸ ︷︷ ︸
+

=
2

2 + θ
∈ (0, 1) ,

A higher price today induces relatively more consumers to purchase in the second period, which

calls for a higher price in the second period. This higher profit in the second period, other things

being equal, induces M to be more willing to increase the price of the device in the first period

relative to a static context.

Solving (7) with respect to p1, we can characterize the optimal price pattern (pF1 , p
F
2 ) and the

consumers’ optimal strategy in a (candidate) equilibrium with foreclosure (i.e., the cut off vF ).

Proposition 1 If an equilibrium with foreclosure exists, it features the following price pattern:

pF1 ,
4 (1 + ∆) + (4 + θ) (θ − β∆)

2 (4 + θ)
> pF2 ,

2θ (1−∆) + θ (θ − β∆)− 4β∆

2 (4 + θ)
≥ 0.

The mass of late device users is

vF ,
2 (1−∆) + θ

4 + θ
∈ (0, 1) ,

with vF increasing in θ and decreasing in ∆.

This proposition shows that, in equilibrium with foreclosure, M ’s optimal price falls over time

— i.e., M has an incentive to increase the price in the first period to benefit from higher demand

in the second period, as in standard durable goods models. The comparative statics shows that

consumers are relatively more likely to delay consumption when demand grows relatively more

over time — i.e., as θ grows. On the contrary, consumers are less likely to delay consumption as

the extra utility that they obtain from the service, ∆, grows large. By consuming the device only

in the second period, they forego the utility associated with the service in the first period.

Price pattern and consumers’ strategy without foreclosure. Consider now a (candidate)

equilibrium without foreclosure. Assume that M charges pNF2 in the second period. Then, for
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given price p1 charged in the first period, a consumer with valuation v buys the device in the first

period if and only if

v + ∆− p1 + θv + ∆ ≥ θv + ∆− pNF2 ⇔ v ≥ p1 −∆− pNF2 .

For given p1 and pNF2 , the indifferent consumer must have valuation

vNF
(
p1, p

NF
2

)
, p1 −∆− pNF2 .

Using the optimality condition (2) we have

pNF2 = pNF2

(
vNF

(
p1, p

NF
2

))
=
θvNF

(
p1, p

NF
2

)
+ ∆

2
.

Solving for pNF2 as a function of p1 we have

pNF2 (p1) ,
θ (p1 −∆) + ∆

2 + θ
.

Hence, the optimal first-period price charged by M in an equilibrium without foreclosure (if it

exists) must solve the following maximization problem

max
p1≥0

∫ 1

vNF (p1,pNF2 (p1))

p1dv +

∫ vNF (p1,pNF2 (p1))

pNF2 (p1)−∆

θ

pNF2 (p1) dv,

whose first-order condition, by the Envelope Theorem, is∫ 1

vNF (p1,pNF2 (p1))

dv − p1
dvNF (p1, p

NF
2 (p1))

dp1︸ ︷︷ ︸
First-period effect

+ pNF2 (p1)
dvNF (p1, p

NF
2 (p1))

dp1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Intertemporal effect

= 0, (8)

which again reflects the static monopoly trade-off and the intertemporal link between the first-

period price and the mass of late users. As before,

dvNF (p1, p
NF
2 (p1))

dp1

=
2

2 + θ
< 1

measures the impact of an increase of p1 on first-period demand.

Solving (8) with respect to p1, we can characterize the optimal price pattern (pNF1 , pNF2 ) and

the consumers’ optimal strategy in an equilibrium without foreclosure (i.e., the cut off vNF ).
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Proposition 2 If an equilibrium without foreclosure exists, it features the following price pattern:

pNF1 ,
4 (1 + ∆) + (4 + θ) (θ + ∆)

2 (4 + θ)
≥ pNF2 ,

2θ (1−∆) + θ (θ + ∆) + 4∆

2 (4 + θ)
> 0.

The mass of late device users is vNF = vF .

As intuition suggests, even without foreclosure, the equilibrium features a declining price pat-

tern. The reason why the intertemporal allocation of consumers is the same across equilibria (i.e.,

vF = vNF ) hinges on the additive structure of the consumers’ utility function. Two effects, which

perfectly balance out, are at play. With foreclosure, consumers pay a (relatively) low second-period

price for the device because they anticipate that M will fully extract the utility β∆ created by the

consumption of the service. Without foreclosure, instead, consumers pay nothing for the service

because of Bertrand competition, but this in turn enables M to charge a (relatively) high price for

the device in order to extract the surplus ∆.

3.3 Existence and uniqueness of equilibria

Finally, applying lemma (6), we can state the conditions under which equilibria with and without

foreclosure exist and are unique within the class of consumers’ cut-off strategies considered above.

Proposition 3 There exists a threshold β∗ ∈ [0, 1] such that the game features a unique, cut-off

strategy equilibrium with foreclosure if β ≥ β∗ and only if I ≤ I∗ , I
(
vF
)

= I
(
vNF

)
. Otherwise,

the unique cut-off strategy equilibrium features no foreclosure.

Clearly, M ’s incentive to foreclose tends to be higher when the utility that it can extract from

selling the service to its users increases — i.e., when β is large enough — and when the investment

cost required to develop the non-durable service is not too large.

The effect of θ on the incentive to foreclose can be non-monotonic and thus deserves a more

detailed discussion. To see why, notice that the derivative of I∗ with respect to θ can be decomposed

into two terms with opposing sign — i.e.,

dI∗

dθ
= −∂v

F

∂θ
β︸ ︷︷ ︸

−

+
(1− β2) ∆

4 (vF θ)2

(
∂vF

∂θ
θ + vF

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

+

, (9)

where
∂vF

∂θ
=

2 (1 + ∆)

(4 + θ)2 > 0.

14



The first negative effect captures the effect of higher θ on M ’s gains from foreclosure — i.e.,

the profit that it makes by selling the service to each early user. Other things being equal, the

larger the willingness to pay for the device in the second period — i.e., the higher θ — the more

late-adopters there will be, meaning that foreclosure becomes less important for M . Hence, I∗

drops. The second term represents the impact of θ on the loss that M incurs by selling an inferior

product to late users. This effect consists of two forces: a direct one and an indirect one, both

pointing in the direction of making foreclosure more profitable. First, the higher is consumers’

willingness to pay for the device in the second period, the smaller is the impact of foreclosure on

reducing second-period sales; the service is less important to the consumer relative to the device.

Second, since a higher θ implies that there are relatively more late adopters (vF increases), there

are more device-owners to exploit by foreclosing. The balance between these two effects is, a priori,

unclear. However, we can show the following.

Corollary 1 For β sufficiently large, dI∗

dθ
< 0.

Intuitively, when consumers perceive M ’s and its rivals’ non-durable services as not too differ-

entiated, foreclosure has little effect in reducing M ’s sales to late adopters. As a result, the second

term in (9) matters relatively less, making foreclosure more appealing for low values of θ.

For low and intermediate values of β both effects matter and I∗ exhibits an inverted-U shaped

pattern with respect to θ. In Figure 1 we simulate I∗ as a function of θ for different values of β

and ∆. Specifically, β = 0.9 in Panel a, β = 0.8 in Panel b and β = 0.7 in Panel c; while in each

panel the black curve corresponds to ∆ = 1
4
, the green to ∆ = 1

6
and the red one to ∆ = 1

8
.6
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2 · 10−2

4 · 10−2
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(a) Left: β = 0.9
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(c) Left: β = 0.7

Figure 2: I∗ as a function of θ

6Results are robust to alternative parametric specifications.
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Figure 2 shows that the incentive to foreclose is more pronounced — i.e., I∗ is higher — when

demand for the device in the second period grows at a relatively low rate (i.e., for θ not too large).

In this case, M is willing to expand the range of its business projects to cope with the decline of

its primary activity. Of course, for θ very small, consumers’ willingness to pay is so low in the

second period that M has no incentive to pay the cost of foreclosure I.

Notably, in all panels, the region of parameters in which I∗ decreases with θ (that is, the region

of parameters where a drop in the consumers’ second period willingness to pay for the device spurs

M ’s incentive to foreclose rivals in the service market) is wider for large values of β. This is because

(other things being equal) the service it can provide becomes a close substitute of that offered by

its specialized competitors and thus more valuable. Other things being equal, foreclosure is less

likely for low values of ∆ because consumers value the service less highly, and thus there is less

benefit to the firm from exploiting captive consumers in period 2.

3.4 Consumer welfare and M ’s time-inconsistency problem

In this section we examine the effect of foreclosure on consumer welfare and the device seller’s

intertemporal profit. We show that, in addition to being detrimental to consumers, M ’s ability

to foreclose in the second period also reduces its intertemporal profits, creating a novel time

inconsistency problem.

Consumer surplus. We begin by comparing consumer surplus with and without foreclosure. The

objective is to understand whether consumer protection may require limitations of the monopolist’s

gatekeeper power.

The expression for consumer surplus with foreclosure is

CSF ,
∫ 1

vF

(
v + ∆− pF1 + θv

)
dv︸ ︷︷ ︸

First-period consumers

+

∫ vF

pF2
θ

(
θv − pF2

)
dv︸ ︷︷ ︸

Second-period consumers

.

Without foreclosure, instead, we have

CSNF ,
∫ 1

vNF

(
v + ∆− pNF1 + (θv + ∆)

)
dv︸ ︷︷ ︸

First-period consumers

+

∫ vNF

pNF2 −∆

θ

(
θv + ∆− pNF2

)
dv︸ ︷︷ ︸

Second-period consumers

.

Comparing these expressions (see the Appendix) we can show the following.

Proposition 4 For every β ≤ 1, ex ante consumer surplus is lower with foreclosure than without

16



foreclosure (at β = 1 consumers are indifferent). The consumer harm is larger for lower values of

θ and β, and for higher values of ∆.

The gatekeeper platform’s ability to foreclose suppliers of services from its platform can there-

fore harm consumer welfare (and cannot improve it). Because foreclosure is more likely with

relatively low levels of θ,7 such consumer harm is more likely to occur in markets where demand

is stagnant. A policy aimed at protecting consumer surplus might forbid a monopoly device-seller

from exerting its gatekeeper power by denying access to its users to third party suppliers. It might

also restrict the device seller’s ability to provide services that compete with third parties on its

platform.

Commitment and time inconsistency. In addition to being detrimental to consumers, the

ability to foreclose also harms the device-seller’s profits from an ex ante point of view. The device-

seller would like to be able to commit in period 1 not to foreclose, in order to increase prices in

that period. Greater profits from higher period 1 prices outweigh the profit gained from foreclosing

the service market in period 2. However, there is a time-inconsistency problem; when it makes its

decision in period 2, the device-seller may prefer to foreclose to exploit its captive market.

Proposition 5 M ’s ex ante profits are lower with foreclosure than without foreclosure.

The difference between M ’s intertemporal profit without and with foreclosure — i.e., ∆π ,

πNF − πF — measures the strength of the time-inconsistency problem faced by M — i.e., its

incentive to commit not to exclude rivals from the service market.

The next result shows how this incentive varies with the primitives of the model — i.e., θ,

β and ∆.

Corollary 2 M ’s time-inconsistency problem is more severe — i.e., ∆π is larger — when θ and

β are low, and when ∆ is large.

Other things being equal, the more consumers value the complementary service, the larger is

the loss that M incurs when it introduces an inferior service, since it can monetize this greater

willingness to pay by increasing the price of the device in both periods. In addition, M has a

weaker incentive to foreclose when the service it can provide is of sufficiently lower quality (and

thus valued less by consumers) than the service provided by its specialized rivals. Finally, M ’s

time inconsistency problem is stronger for low levels of θ. The reason is that when consumers’

taste for the device drops at a sufficiently high rate ( θ is sufficiently low) the first-period profit

7Unless θ is so low as to make the development of the gatekeeper’s own services unprofitable.
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matters relatively more than the second-period profit for M , and with foreclosure the first-period

price is lower than the first-period price without foreclosure — i.e.,

pNF1 =
4 (1 + ∆) + (4 + θ) (θ + ∆)

2 (4 + θ)
> pF1 =

4 (1 + ∆) + (4 + θ) (θ − β∆)

2 (4 + θ)
.

With foreclosure, consumers buying the device in the first period anticipate that M will fully

extract the utility associated with the consumption of the complementary service in the second

period, reducing their willingness to buy the device in the first period. Notably, for low values of θ,

consumer harm is large. This suggests that policies enabling M to overcome its time-inconsistency

problem are relatively more important in industries that feature declining taste dynamics.

4 Further remarks

The model developed in the previous section hinges on some simplifying assumptions that have

been made merely for expositional purposes.

First, we have assumed that players do not discount the future — i.e., we have normalized the

discount factor to 1. None of the welfare effects discussed above depend on this assumption. Of

course, when firms and consumers assign a lower weight to the future, both the consumer harm

associated with foreclosure and the monopolist’s time inconsistency problem tend to be less critical

because the model’s outcome gets closer to a static benchmark.

Second, to make our point in the clearest possible way, we assumed that the suppliers providing the

non-durable service offer homogenous products and compete à la Bertrand. Of course, when this is

not the case, e.g., when their services are perceived as differentiated by consumers, new incentives

arise. On the one hand, other things being equal, the introduction of its own non-durable service is

still profitable for the device monopolist because, by doing so, it can profit by charging early users.

On the other hand, the monopolist has a lower incentive to foreclose as long as it can appropriate

the service providers’ profits via access fees. The net effect on consumer surplus is ambiguous

too. While the introduction of an inferior product unambiguously harms consumers, without

foreclosure, a double marginalization effect arises when the monopolist charges a per-consumer

access fee to the non-durable good suppliers, which also reduces consumer welfare. Overall, the

qualitative impact of the changing taste parameter would still be present since the monopolist

would still have a greater incentive to foreclose rivals in the complementary market if it expects

demand in its primary business to grow at low rates.

Third, none of our effects seem to depend on the assumption of consumer types being uniformly
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distributed. As long as profit functions are concave, dealing with non-linear demand would not

affect our conclusions qualitatively.

Finally, while we assumed that the dynamics of taste shocks is deterministic and known by the

players, one could extend our model by assuming that θ is a random variable that is realized

only at the end of the first period. In such a model, our second-period analysis still applies, and

foreclosure may or may not occur along the equilibrium path depending on the realized taste shock.

Hence, the main take-away of our stylized model remains valid since the likelihood of foreclosure

would be higher when the distribution of the taste shock places more mass on adverse events, or

equivalently when θ is low.

5 Conclusion

How to regulate digital markets effectively while encouraging beneficial innovation is one of the

key economic questions that societies face in coming years. In this paper, we show that there can

be significant consumer harm as a result of market abuse by gatekeeper platforms, and that such

harm is more likely as markets for devices become saturated. This implies that, whatever the

structure of future regulation, competition authorities will have to remain vigilant for potential

abuses, including in apparently more mature markets.

We have not attempted to compare how results differ depending on whether platforms are

funded by device sales or by advertising. However, our model suggests there should be no a priori

view that device-funded models are less likely to be anti-competitive. Device-funded gatekeepers

may abuse their positions to extract value from their installed user bases, an incentive that is

typically absent from advertising-funded gatekeepers.
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6 Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1. The proof of this result follows immediately from direct comparison of

πF2
(
vk
)

and πNF2

(
vk
)
. �

Proof of Proposition 1. pF1 is obtained as a solution of (7). Substituting pF1 into pF2 (p1) we

then have pF2 . It is easy to verify that

pF1 − pF2 = (1 + ∆)
2 + θ

4 + θ
> 0.

Finally, substituting pF1 and pF2 into vF (p1, p
F
2 (p1)) we obtain

vF =
2 (1−∆) + θ

4 + θ
,

which is clearly decreasing in ∆ and increasing in θ — i.e.,

∂vF

∂θ
=

2 (1 + ∆)

(4 + θ)2 > 0. �

Proof of Proposition 2. pNF1 is obtained as a solution of (8). Substituting pNF1 into pNF2 (p1)

we then have pNF2 . It is easy to verify that

pNF1 − pNF2 = (1 + ∆)
2 + θ

4 + θ
> 0.

Finally, substituting pNF1 and pNF2 into vNF (p1, p
NF
2 (p1)) we obtain vNF = vF . �

Proof of Proposition 3. The result follows immediately from Lemma 1 and the fact that

vF = vNF . In fact, given the consumer’s strategy and expectations, M has no incentive to deviate

from an equilibrium with foreclosure (by not foreclosing in period 2) if and only if I ≤ I∗ , I
(
vF
)
.

By the same token, M is not willing to deviate from an equilibrium without foreclosure (by

foreclosing in period 2) if and only if I ≥ I∗.

Substituting vF = vNF = vk into I
(
vk
)

we have

I∗ , ∆ max

{
0, 2β

1 + ∆

4 + θ
− (1− β)

(
1

2
+

∆ (β + 1) (θ + 4)

4θ (θ + 2 (1−∆))

)}
.
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Solving I∗ = 0 with respect to β we have that the unique root in the support [0, 1] is

β∗ =
η − θ (θ + 2 (1−∆)) (θ + 4∆ + 8)

∆ (4 + θ)2 ∈ (0, 1) ,

where

η ,

√√√√ 64θ2∆4 + 32θ2 (4− θ) ∆3 + (256− 224θ3 − 288θ2 − 15θ4) ∆2

+2θ (2 + θ) (64− 16θ + 20θ2 + 3θ3) ∆ + θ2 (8 + θ)2 (2 + θ)2 .

Hence, I∗ ≥ 0 if and only if β ≥ β∗.

Uniqueness of the equilibrium (within the class of cut-off strategies for consumers) follows

directly from the fact that the price pattern for given foreclosure decision is unique.

Finally, showing that the conjectured cut-off strategy is indeed part of the equilibrium is

straightforward since, holding M ’s strategy constant, consumers buy in the first period if and

only if v ≥ vF regardless of whether they expect foreclosure in equilibrium. �

Proof of Corollary 1. The proof of this result follows immediately from equation (9) and the

fact that vF does not depend on β. �

Proof of Proposition 4. With foreclosure consumer surplus is

CSF =

∫ 1

vF

(
v + ∆− pF1 + θv

)
dv +

∫ vF

pF2
θ

(
θv − pF2

)
dv

=
4θ + 8θ2 + θ3 + 4∆2β2 + 8θ∆ + 4θ∆2 + 4θ2∆ + 4θ∆2β + 2θ2∆β + θ∆2β2 + 12θ∆β

8θ (4 + θ)
.

Without foreclosure consumer surplus is: :

CSNF =

∫ 1

vN

(
v + ∆− pNF1 + (θv + ∆)

)
dv +

∫ vNF

pNF2 −∆

θ

(
θv + ∆− pNF2

)
dv

=
4θ + 8θ2 + θ3 + 4∆2 + 20θ∆ + 9θ∆2 + 6θ2∆

8θ (4 + θ)
.

Let ∆CS = CSNF − CSF . We have

∆CS =
1

8
∆ (1− β)

12θ + 4∆ + 2θ2 + 5θ∆ + 4∆β + θ∆β

θ (θ + 4)
,

which is always positive, except at β = 1 where it is 0.
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Moreover, it is immediate to show that

∂∆CS

∂θ
= −1

8
∆ (1− β)

16∆ + 4θ2 + 8θ∆ + 16∆β + 5θ2∆ + θ2∆β + 8θ∆β

θ2 (θ + 4)2 < 0,

∂∆CS

∂∆
=

1

4
(1− β)

6θ + 4∆ + θ2 + 5θ∆ + 4∆β + θ∆β

θ (θ + 4)
> 0,

and
∂∆CS

∂β
= −1

4
∆

6θ + θ2 + 2θ∆ + 4∆β + θ∆β

θ (θ + 4)
< 0.

Hence, the consumer harm is decreasing in θ and β and increasing in ∆. �

Proof of Proposition 5. M ’s expected intertemporal profit under foreclosure is

πF =

∫ 1

vF

(
pF1 + β∆

)
dv +

∫ vF

pF2
θ

(
pF2 + β∆

)
dv

=
4θ + 4θ2 + θ3 + 4∆2β2 + 8θ∆ + 4θ∆2 + 2θ2∆β + θ∆2β2 + 8θ∆β

4θ (θ + 4)

Without foreclosure, instead, M ’s expected intertemporal profit is

πNF =

∫ 1

vNF
pNF1 dv +

∫ vNF

pNF2 −∆

θ

pN2 dv

=
θ3 + 2 (2 + ∆) θ2 + (5∆2 + 16∆ + 4) θ + 4∆2

4θ (4 + θ)
.

Let ∆π , πNF − πF . We have

∆π = ∆ (1− β)
2θ + ∆ (1 + β)

4θ
,

which is clearly positive. �

Proof of Corollary 2. Showing that ∆π is increasing in ∆ and decreasing in β and θ, is

immediate. �
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